Resources
March 2019 – SSIP Leadership Launch

The following videos and resources from the March 21, 2019 SSIP Leadership Launch can be accessed using the link below:

- Brantley County – Spotlight on SSIP – VIDEO
- Elbert County – Spotlight on SSIP – VIDEO
- Gordon County – Spotlight on SSIP – VIDEO
- Gordon County SSIP Process – DOCUMENT

Additionally, you can access the VIDEO recording of the presentation from Fayette County High School “The ABC’s of Fayette County High School’s Success” which was shared with SSIP Intensive Districts on Tuesday, March 19, 2019. While Fayette County is not an SSIP Intensive District, their presentation highlights how addressing the needs of students should become a systemic process. This team shared their story of how they have gradually improved their school climate rating and their CCRPI score through the implementation of strategies and practices focused on addressing student attendance, reducing problem behavior, and targeting students at-risk of failing their classes.

- The ABC’s of Fayette County High School’s Success
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